


The quality of the city is a result from the relationship between

the space and the people

The city has always pushed for beauty. 

Ascoli Piceno



The two topics of EQUINOX 2016 :

"Creativity and Well- Being"

t

New York



What is

«Creativity»?

What is the 

«creative city»?



Creativity is a state of 

mind; a flexible way of 

thinking, interpreting

reality according to new 

approaches and 

responding to situations

with innovative solutions.

Creative people

think in an 

original way, 

"outside the box".

The creative 

person is able to 

«think positive»



A simple plastic bottle a form…??



A creative city is:

- a city that is looking for creative new solutions to urban problems: a city where the “added

value” is given less to what is produced and more to the intellectual capital applied to produce

processes and services;

- a city that develops imaginative and innovative solutions to a range of social, economic and

environmental problems: economic stagnancy, urban shrinkage, social segregation, global

competition and so on;

- a city that promotes a development based on cultural identity and innovation;

-a city where the dissemination of research and the development of infrastructure are fueling

a new economic sustainability;

- a city  that chooses to re-think its minor fabric, even of its most degraded neighbourhoods;

- a city that chooses to take care of its courtyards, small green areas, abandoned warehouses, old

factories, residual open spaces and services that are no longer useful. 



This new city 

experiments with 

new forms of 

«living» and 

production : 

-Micro-interventions

linked to other

micro-actions.

-Not only big urban

projects, but

incremental

interventions that, in

time, may cause a

real urban

revolution.

Poly Garden City – Athens micro-CLIMATE City



In these cities , people live

in search of the

dimension of the proximity

that can be cultivated,

practiced, rediscovered or

even invented.

Ferrara- Ricette Urbane via Carlo Mayr



The features of these cities are:

a) the intermittence: people live in

different times and flows; often

there are attractive events, parties,

happenings, etc.

b) the soft and gradual mutation:

the situation gradually evolves over

time.

c) the idea of reversibility of

the urban functions and their

adaptability.



So:

a) Urban planning can be

creative when it anticipates events,

reformulates problems, reinterprets

places, redefines objectives and

imagines new space

configurations.

b) Architecture can be creative

when it provides practical,

concrete and achievable standards

of living, interprets and

implements human desires, while

educating the individual to take

care of the common good.



“…The choice of the theme of ”rethink” has been 
made to underline the sense of radical change cities 
are challenged with in a world with multiple global 
challenges which demand  rethinking – redesigning -
reconnecting – rebuilding, and on many levels: 
Urban infrastructure transport, energy and 
resources, climate, cultural co-existence, democracy, 
diversity, sustainability, social polarization, economic 
and financial models.”

EUROPEAN CITY OF CULTURE 2017

AARHUS 

USING CULTURE TO RETHINK THE CITY

CREATIVE CITIES BECOME GLOBAL 

CITIES



Well-Being

How do we live in the city 

today?

Why are we living badly,

despite the quantity and

quality of infrastructure

and services, even in the

most advanced Western

cities?



The city is often tiring,

generating stress, sometimes

hostile especially towards its

most fragile inhabitants, often

unsafe because of public order

problems or international

terrorism.

Why can these places appear

ugly, anonymous and unpleasant,

even when they are safe?



London

-The quality of the city is more

than: infrastructure , services and

the quality of projects and "objects"

located in its spaces; it also includes

the quality of relationships that are

established between the material

city and its people.

-The quality of a city depends on

the possibility to live well every day

and make it our own, adapting it to

our material and symbolic needs



London

How can urban planning and 

architecture regain the ability

to promote Well-Being of the 

inhabitants in  urban space?

Copenhagen



There are many

famous examples of 

cities where people

live better in Europe, 

such as Vienna, 

Zurich, Copenhagen, 

... ..and in Colombia 

with the city of 

Medellin.



We need a new URBAN 

AGENDA (HABITAT III) 

We need a new urban

welfare. An urban welfare, 

focused on the possibility

of communities and 

individuals to «feel good» 

in the city. 

An idea which also

includes the activation and 

responsibility on the part 

of citizens to take care of 

common goods and to 

participate in urban life.



Well-Being and Creative city are

the two topics of this workshop.

The workshop is about 3 areas 

due to be regenerated in the city 

of Ascoli Piceno:

a) the Monticelli residential 

district;

b) the former industrial area  of 

Castagneti

and 

c) the area in between, along 

the Tronto river, with 

important infrastructure and 

urban services.

These areas are very close to each

other and located outside the

historic center of Ascoli Piceno.
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Jean Paul Sartre said: «…to walk through the streets of Ascoli Piceno, through the narrow alleys divided in shade and sunlight,

is like browsing through a book on Italian Art, funding the most representative and expressive illustrations»


